Jim Boeven.vita
Acting Age:

33 - 47 years old

Residence:

Los Angeles

Accomodation:

Paris, Hamburg, Berlin, Cologne,
Munich

Height:

188 cm

Haircolor:

brown, gray

Eyecolor:

blue-gray

Languages:

english (native), german (native)

Dialects/accents:

American English

Ethnicity:

White

Instruments:

drums (skilled)

Dances:

freestyle (skilled)

Sports:

badminton (skilled), baseball (skilled),
beach volleyball (skilled), billiards
(skilled), BMX (skilled), bodybuilding
(pro), football (skilled), horseback riding
(skilled), ice skating (skilled), inline
skating (pro), kung fu (skilled), mountain
biking (skilled), roller-skating (pro),
skateboarding (skilled), snowboarding
(skilled), squash (pro), table tennis
(skilled), wakeboarding (skilled)

Driverlicence:

car, moped, motorbike, tractor

Pitch of voice:

mezzo-soprano

Educations
1991 - 1993

Films

actors center LA

Other: please check IMDB
Jim Boeven grew up in Cologne, Germany where he started his acting career and
starred in a multitude of TV productions and feature films. He was the series lead on 4
international selling TV series, including the german version of "TOP GUN" as a series
(JETS, LIVING ON THE EDGE). Appearances in HARTS WAR ( with Bruce Willis and
Colin Farrell, directed by Gregory Hoblitt), TORSO ( alongside Victor Garber and
Kathleen Robertson, directed by Alex Chapple) and THE WANDERING SOUL
MURDERS ( with Wendy Crewson,Robin Dunne, Chynthia Gibb, directed by Brad
Turner) expanded his range further into international and english speaking
productions. By now a well traveled actor, Jim Boeven has worked in 12 countries
other than Germany and the USA, as well as in 3 languages.His first Bollywood
experience , RANG RASIYA (Colors of Passion) is an upcoming Indian Feature Film
based on the life of the19th century Indian painter Raja Ravi Varma .The film, which is
directed and produced by Ketan Mehta, stars Randeep Hooda, Nandana Sen and
JimBoeven. It is a bilingual movie, shot in both English and Hindi.
Most recently Jim Boeven starred in
THE CANYONS, directed by Paul Schrader, written by Bret Easton Ellis, produced by
Braxton Pope, which he booked through an open casting on Letitcast.com.
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Jim Boeven currently resides and works both in Los Angeles as well as in Germany.,
IMDB: www.imdb.com/name/nm0091441/, Link: www.jimboeven.com
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